DISCLAIMER: Cryptocurrencies may be unregulated in your jurisdiction. The value of cryptocurrencies may go down as well as up. Profits may be subject to capital gains or other taxes applicable in your jurisdiction.
Metacade is the ultimate Web3 community hub where gamers and crypto fanatics can communicate and collaborate.

Our vision is to create a fun and dynamic virtual hangout for like-minded people to enjoy all things GameFi and experience everything that Web3 culture has to offer.

You will be able to play your favourite games with established play-to-earn projects and increase your chances of winning big prizes... but Metacade is much more than just a place to play.

In the Metacade platform, you will be able to meet fellow gamers, developers and entrepreneurs who want to share their interests, ideas, skills, and talents with one common goal.

You will be able to see what games are trending, view leaderboards, publish reviews, gain access to the most advanced GameFi alpha and interact with other members in real-time - all whilst being rewarded with the native $MCADE token for your own input into the community.

We want to put games back into the hands of gamers, and that is why $MCADE token holders will be able to vote on which developer-submitted games will receive funding via our Metagrants scheme.

Web3 technology is revolutionising how the world functions and Metacade will revolutionise how a traditional community gaming hub is operated and owned.

Join us in our journey to create an arcade built by gamers, for gamers.
Metachain

The Metacade token ($MCADE) is built on the most popular Ethereum blockchain. The ERC20 network will allow $MCADE to be purchased via a low-cost, secured blockchain.
Metacash

The goal of Metacade is to become a self-sustaining, revenue-generating community. A treasury reserve will also be built to develop new features for the community and enhance the future of blockchain gaming.

WE ANTICIPATE THE FOLLOWING STRATEGIES TO BE REVENUE STREAMS FOR THE TOKEN AND THE COMMUNITY:

- Advertising Revenue
- Tournaments/Events/Prize draws
- Job Listings
- Pay to Play arcade
- Game testing and access to community
- Launchpad
The Metacade team is building a fully transparent roadmap to deliver the best experience for the community and value for token holders. This roadmap will develop over time as we look to build the best environment for the Metacade ecosystem.

**Q4 2022 Presale**
- Presale launch of the Metacade token ($MCADE)
- Release website, Whitepaper and tokenomics
- Build founding team
- Full Security Audit
- Establish initial community on Discord and other social media platforms
- Influencer marketing drive
- Launch gaming community giveaways & competitions

**Q1 2023 CEX Listings**
- Token Launch
- Token listing on CoinGecko & CoinMarketCap
- Token listing on Uniswap
- CEX listing drive, Metacade aiming to be on 3-5 top 10 exchanges
- Initial development of Metacade underway
Q2 2023 Create2Earn
- Metacade launch
- Create partnerships with established P2E projects
- Gain further CEX listings
- Additional gaming community giveaways & competitions
- Launch our Universal/Online hangout for all things GameFi & P2E
- Transparent and community driven reviews & data
- Basic DAO model to develop the community

Q3 2023 Play2Earn/Compete2Earn
- Classic arcade launch
- Develop a community driven testing environment for gaming projects
- Grow list of external games in our arcade
- Create our own Metcade gaming tournaments, Prize draws relevant to gaming
- Community votes on prize choices each month, buy tickets to enter using our token Supply burnt
- Deliver very first MetaGrant won at our first big competition

Q4 2023 Work2Earn
- MetaGrants
- Launch the game developed with the first MetaGrant
- Post listings for interns, Gigs, Jobs within the gaming community
- Create regular competition schedule for MetaGrants
- Further grow list of games on our platform
- Launch community driven testing environment for gaming projects
Hand over key roles and responsibilities to the Metacade community.
Gamers will run the largest P2E Arcade in the world, Metacade!
Achieve full community staffed business

Q1 2024
Work2Earn
- Meta-Launchpad
  Create framework to offer grants to aspiring games developers in our communities
  Identify and invest in either new gaming projects & in pre-sale/post sale positions
  and run a community treasury where all token holders receive rewards
- Post internships, gigs, careers for all our listed partners to give to the Metacade community
- Achieve GameFi status

Q2 2024
DAO Governance
- Hand over key roles and responsibilities to the Metacade community.
- Gamers will run the largest P2E Arcade in the world, Metacade!
- Achieve full community staffed business
The goal of Metacade is to become a self-sustaining revenue-generating community with a token staking mechanism. Also, we want to build a treasury reserve that can be used to develop the community's strengths and enhance the future of blockchain gaming.

**Accounting and Value Transfer**

$MCNDAE is the central unit of account and value transfer between the various stakeholders within the Metacade ecosystem.

**Expense Transactions** -

$MCNDAE can be used to engage within the Metacade ecosystem through the exchange of tokens for competitions, tournaments etc.

**Staking Transactions** -

Token holders will be able to stake their $MCNDAE token generated by the Metacade ecosystem.

**Reward Transactions** -

Community members can be rewarded with the $MCNDAE token for various engagements within the ecosystem.
In total, there will be a fixed supply of 2 billion $MCADE tokens. There will be a total of 1.4 billion tokens (70%) made available for the presale event, and these will be released in 9 stages.

Once the presale is complete, the token allocation will be as follows:

- **10% (200 Million)** tokens will be available for development.
- **5% (100 Million)** will be used for liquidity provisions for the purpose of Decentralised Exchange listings.
- **12.5% (250 Million)** will be used for Marketing and listings on Centralised Exchanges.
- **2.50% (50 Million)** to competition pool.
One of the key channels of supporting the Metacade community will be through the staking of the $MCADE token. Users who have staked their tokens can win rewards from the project. Any rewards will be paid in a stablecoin amount rather than the $MCADE token to avoid inflating the number of $MCADE tokens in circulation.

Once token utility and revenue streams are established, there is a potential to introduce a token-burning mechanism or buyback of the $MCADE tokens. Token burns result in tokens being permanently pulled out of circulation over time, thus lowering the overall circulating supply.

Token buybacks allow the protocol to reduce the token supply in circulation should the community feel it is a productive measure at the chosen moment. This helps increase the value of the token held by investors.
Safety and transparency are Metacade’s highest priorities in the Web3 space. We are committed to providing maximum security to the $MCADE token and its holders. To achieve this, we submitted Metacade – its specification, smart contract, and team – for a CertiK audit to assess its fundamentals and ensure its code and roadmap measure up to the high standards required in Web3.

CertiK is one of the industry leaders in blockchain security and transparency. Using cutting-edge auditing methodology and mathematics, supported by a team of top engineers, CertiK carried out a custom, thorough and transparent audit to identify code errors and potential risks to ensure Metacade is protected and works as intended. Additionally, CertiK performed a full KYC check & interview with all senior team members.

CertiK is committed to raising standards in blockchain and Web3 technology, an ethos we share here at Metacade. That’s why we’re proud to have the CertiK stamp of approval on Metacade and the $MCADE token.

**Multi-Signature Wallets**

Multisig wallets are another way we maintain the safety and security of all assets under management. Metacade’s treasury assets are designed to be managed by multiple keyholders. Two or more private key signatures are required to send transactions. This will ensure the security and integrity of the treasury function.
The following is an overview of the key personnel (Metaheads) behind Metacade:

**METAHEADS**

**CEO**
RUSSELL BENNETT

**Lead Developer**
ANDRIY HALUSHKA

**Head of Data**
TONY WALKIN

**Head of Creative**
JAMES THEOPHANE

**Social Media Manager**
SAYAN BANIK

**Lead Product Designer**
TYLER LANGE
Metaclan

Ambassadors

VIVACIOUSPEAR
318.5K Followers

RYANSTOKER
1.5M Followers

XENOSSLL
665.7K Followers

GAIMSTER1CLIPS
66K Followers

BECKYJOO
182K Followers
Metamedia

Metacade has been featured in many reputable publications:

- The Cointelegraph
- Bloomberg
- Benzinga
- CoinMarketCap
- Bitcoin.com
- Invezz
- Be In Crypto
- Crypto News
- Blockonomi
- Yahoo Finance

Metacade
Purchasing $MCADE tokens involve an element of risk and may lead to the loss of a substantial part or the entirety of the principal vested. Before purchasing $MCADE tokens, carry out due diligence and thorough assessment, taking into account the risks identified in this whitepaper and other risks not included or anticipated in this document.

Only purchase $MCADE tokens if you fully understand the tokenomics of $MCADE supply, issuance and the $MCADE economy. Crypto assets can be subject to theft. Computer hackers or other malicious groups or organisations may attempt to interfere with the Metacade platform in several different ways.

These may include malware attacks, distributed denial of service attacks and consensus-based exploits such as a 51% attack that could result in the loss of $MCADE tokens or the loss of the ability to access $MCADE tokens.

Because of the immutable nature of blockchain transactions, there may be no remedy if a successful attack by malicious actors was to take place against the Ethereum Chain on which the Metacade platform is built.

Crypto assets are not regulated as financial instruments. There is no refund or compensation available from regulatory bodies such as the UK’s Financial Services Compensation Scheme and similar bodies in other jurisdictions. The regulatory status of crypto assets remains in flux and varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction, presenting owners of crypto assets with a level of legal uncertainty.

It is possible that in the future, certain laws, regulations, policies or rules relating to crypto assets, blockchain technology or decentralised applications may be implemented that affect or restrict token holders’ acquisition, ownership rights, and ability to buy, sell, convert or use crypto assets such as the $MCADE token.

Uncertainties regarding tax legislation relating to crypto assets could leave token holders exposed to unforeseen consequences, such as taxable events retrospectively applied or to be applied in the future.

Each prospective $MCADE purchaser should weigh their own individual risk appetite and consider consulting an independent financial adviser before making any decisions. Readers of this Whitepaper may also need to consult a tax professional, accountant, lawyer or other professionals in order to fully satisfy themselves regarding any outstanding matters related to how the Metacade platform is designed and operated before deciding whether a purchase of $MCADE tokens would be in line with their risk profile/jurisdiction.